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CHEMISTRY - CLUTCH
CH.1 - INTRO TO GENERAL CHEMISTRY

CONCEPT: CLASSIFICATION OF MATTER
● Chemistry: the study of matter and the changes it undergoes, with the _____________ being its basic functional unit.
□ Matter: anything that occupies ____________ and has ____________.
□ Classified into 3 types:
- ______________: The simplest type of matter that is composed of 1 kind of atom.
- ______________: Matter composed of 2 or more different elements that are chemically bonded together.
- ______________: Matter composed of elements and/or compounds that are physically mixed together.
Classification of Matter
Matter
Variable Composition

Single Composition

No

Separable into simpler
substances

No

Yes

Uniform Composition

Yes

EXAMPLE: Consider the following substances:
I. Gatorade

II. Crystalline sugar

III. Lead wire

IV. Salsa

a) I and II are pure substances, IV is a homogeneous mixture.
b) I and II are homogeneous mixtures.
c) II and III are pure substances, I is a homogeneous mixture.
d) None of the above is true.

PRACTICE: Which of the following statements is true?
a) Compounds can only be broken down by chemical means.
b) Gasoline is a pure substance.
c) Only elements are pure substances.
d) Milk is an example of a homogeneous mixture.
e) Concrete is an example of a homogeneous mixture.
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CONCEPT: CLASSIFICATION OF MATTER
PRACTICE: Choose the homogeneous mixture from the list below.
a) Soda
b) Smog
c) Trail mix
d) Blood
e) Air

PRACTICE: Choose the homogeneous mixture from the list below.
a) Chicken noodle soup
b) Coffee
c) Sand
d) Fruit salad
e) Seawater

PRACTICE: Classify each of the following as an element, compound or mixture.
a) Ammonia, NH3
b) Gold bar
c) Orange juice
d) Wine
e) Saline solution
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CONCEPT: PHYSICAL & CHEMICAL CHANGES
Physical Changes
● Changes in the physical state of a substance without a change in composition.

Physical Changes
___________ of solute

________ , ________ , ________ , ________ Material

________ substances

___________ a substance

EXAMPLE: Which change is a physical change?
a) Wood burning

b) Iron rusting

c) Dynamite exploding

d) Dissolving sugar in water

Chemical Changes
● Changes in chemical composition that creates a new chemical bonds and product(s).

Chemical Changes
___________ of Metals

___________ of food

_________ Change

________ of material

___________ Reactions

_________ Change

EXAMPLE: Which of the following is a chemical change?
a) Melting wax

b) Cooking an egg

c) Condensing water vapor

d) Carving a piece of wood

PRACTICE: Which of the following is a physical change?
a) Milk sours when left out of the refrigerator.
b) Tums (containing CaCO3) neutralizes stomach acid.
c) Sugar caramelizing when heated on a skillet.
d) Tearing a piece of paper.
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CONCEPT: PHYSICAL & CHEMICAL CHANGES
Reversible & Irreversible Changes
● Reversible Change: A change that can be reversed to restore the original structure of a given compound.
□ Phase changes, dissolving of compounds in liquids and ___________ changes are the most common example.

CO2 (s)

CO2 (g)

Phase Changes
Bond Forming
Gas

Liquid

Bond Breaking
Solid

Solid

Liquid

Gas

● Irreversible Change: A change that is permanent and cannot be undone to restore the original structure.
□ ________________ changes are the most common example.
N2 (g) + 3 H2 (g)

2 NH3 (g)

EXAMPLE: Are the following processes reversible or irreversible?
a) Dissolving sugar in water

______________________

b) Adding lemon juice to cabbage juice

______________________

(Causes the color to transition from purple to deep red)
c) Adding citrus to baking powder

______________________

d) Mixing oil and water

______________________

PRACTICE: Which of the following represents a reversible change?
a) Melting a chocolate bar then re-solidifying it in the freezer.
b) Changing water vapor into oxygen and hydrogen gas.
c) Turning a potato into french fries.
d) Baking a cake from a recipe.
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CONCEPT: CHEMICAL PROPERTIES
● Chemical Property: a property of matter that is observed during a chemical reaction.
□ The matter will be changed into a new substance after the reaction.
2 CH3OH (g) + 3 O2 (g)

2 CO2 (g) + 4 H2O (g)

Chemical Properties
Chemical Property

Chemical Property

Chemical Property

________________

________________

________________

________________

________________

________________

EXAMPLE: Which of the following is not a chemical property for an unknown element?
a) It has a yellow-orange color.
b) It is very soluble in an acid solution.
c) It is radioactive.
d) It experiences rusting when exposed to pure oxygen gas.
e) It has a high reactivity with acids.

PRACTICE: Which of the following represents a chemical property of hydrogen gas?
a) It exists as a gas at room temperature.
b) It is less dense than air.
c) It reacts explosively with oxygen gas.
d) It is a colorless gas.
e) It is a tasteless molecule.
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CONCEPT: PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
● Physical Property: a measurable property that describes the state of a chemical compound.
□ Can be observed through your senses without changing the chemical structure of a substance.

Physical Properties
Physical Property

Physical Property

Physical Property

________________

________________

________________

________________

________________

________________

EXAMPLE: Which of the following represents a physical property?
a) Potassium metal is extremely reactive when placed in water.
b) Rusting is a common issue with aluminum.
c) Neon has an unreactive nature.
d) The butane in a lighter is highly flammable
e) Mercury is a silvery liquid at 25ºC.

PRACTICE: Which of the following is not a physical property?
a) The brittleness of solid sulfur.
b) The density of iron is 7.87 g/cm3.
c) A platinum wire glows red when heated.
d) Osmium is a silver-colored metal.
e) An iron bar rusts.
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CONCEPT: INTENSIVE VS EXTENSIVE PROPERTIES
● Intensive Properties ( __________ ) are those that are _______________ of the size or amount of substance present.
□ Intensive properties are characterized as _______________ properties.

Intensive Properties
Intensive Property

Intensive Property

________________

________________

________________
________________
________________

EXAMPLE: Which of the following are examples of intensive properties?
i) Mass

a) i, ii, & iv

ii) Length

b) ii & iii

iii) Melting point

iv) Volume

c) ii, iii & v

v) Luster

d) iii & v

PRACTICE: Which of the following is not an example of an intensive property?
a) Elemental Magnetism
b) Density
c) Temperature
d) Milligrams
e) Freezing Point
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CONCEPT: INTENSIVE VS EXTENSIVE PROPERTIES
● Extensive Properties ( ___________ ) are those that are _______________ of the size or amount of substance present.
□ Extensive properties are characterized as _______________ properties.

Extensive Properties
Extensive Property

Extensive Property

________________

________________

________________

________________

EXAMPLE: Which of the following is classified as an extensive property?
a) Chemical Energy

b) Electrical Conductivity

c) Luster

d) Freezing Point

PRACTICE: Which of the following is not an example of an extensive property?
a) Kilograms

b) Gibbs Free Energy

c) Milliliters

d) Malleability

PRACTICE: Which of the following is an extensive property of a nitrogen molecule?
a) Boiling Point
b) Temperature
c) Moles
d) Polarity
e) Reactivity
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CONCEPT: TEMPERATURE
Temperature vs. Heat
● Thermal Energy: The sum of the kinetic and potential energies of all atoms in an object.
□ Temperature: The average kinetic energy of an object that is a ___________________ of thermal energy.
□ Heat: The ______ of thermal energy from an object at a higher temperature to an object at a lower temperature.
EXAMPLE: From the image provided below, determine which part of the cubes represent temperature and which
part represents heat.

PRACTICE: Which of the following containers would have the greatest flow of thermal energy in the form of heat?

40 g H2O at 50oC

120 g H2O at 50oC

30 g H2O at 50oC

Temperature Conversions
● Temperature can be measured in units of _____________ (ºC), _____________ (ºF), and _____________ (K).

Temperature Conversions
K = ºC + _______

ºF = 1.8 (ºC) + _____

K

EXAMPLE: One of the hottest recorded days in the country was 128 ºF in Lake Havasu City, Arizona. If the melting
point of phosphorus is 44.15 ºC, would it exist as a solid or liquid on this extremely hot day? Put a yellow box

PRACTICE: At what temperature is the temperature in degrees Fahrenheit equal to the temperature in degrees Celsius?
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CONCEPT: SCIENTIFIC NOTATION
Format for Scientific Notation
● Scientific Notation: used to turn small or large, inconvenient numbers into manageable ones.

6.88 x 10-12
□ Coefficient: The beginning part of value that is ≥ ____, but less than _____.
□ Base: The portion of the scientific notation value that is always 10.
□ Exponent: The number of places the decimal was moved to create the scientific notation value.
- Must be expressed as a whole number integer.
EXAMPLE: Which of the following scientific notation values is written correctly?
a) 1.25 x 10-1/4

b) 0.00320 x 10-9

c) 5.220 x 103

d) 7.3000 x 27

Scientific Notation to Standard Notation
● Standard Notation: The normal way of writing numbers.
□ A _________ exponent tells you to make the coefficient value larger.
7.17 x 105

____________________________

□ A _________ exponent tells you to make the coefficient value smaller.
3.25 x 10-7

____________________________

PRACTICE: Convert the following scientific notation values into standard notation.
a) 1.25 x 10-4

b) 3.20 x 10-9

c) 1.6100 x 104

Standard Notation to Scientific Notation
● To convert a number into a scientific notation value, make sure the coefficient is ≥ ____, but less than _____ .
□ Increasing the coefficient value makes the exponent value decrease.
0.0000145

____________________________

□ Decreasing the coefficient value makes the exponent value increase.
101,325,000

____________________________

PRACTICE: Convert the following standard notation values into scientific notation.
a) 377,000

b) 0.000101

c) 707.82
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CONCEPT: SI UNITS
SI Base Units
● The International System of Units (SI) is related to the metric system and is based on seven base units.

SI Base Units
Physical Quantity

Name

Symbol

Physical Quantity

Name

Symbol

Mass

___________

_______

Amount of substance

___________

_______

Length

___________

_______
Electrical Current

___________

_______

luminous intensity

___________

_______

Time

___________

_______

Temperature

___________

_______

Perimeter, Area & Volume

Measurements
Area

Perimeter
Perimeter: Distance around an object.

Volume

Area: Measured surface of an object as _________.

Add up all the sides of the object or figure.

The formula is:

The formula is:

A = length x width

15 m

Volume: Space occupied by a 3D object as ________.

V = length x width x height

48 ft

10 m
10 m

10 m

32 ft

32 ft

15 m

48 ft

Perimeter = ______________________

Area = ______________________

15 m
10 m

Volume = ______________________

PRACTICE: Base on your knowledge of the SI base units, determine the units for the area of a typical chemistry laboratory.
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CONCEPT: METRIC PREFIXES
● Metric Prefixes are modifiers that are multiples of _____.

Metric Prefix Multipliers
1012

109

106

tera

giga

mega

_____

_____

_____

103

102

101

100

kilo

hecto

deca

BASE

deci

centi

milli

_____

_____

_____

_____

_____

_____

_____

10-1

10-2

10-3

10-6

10-9

10-12

micro

nano

pico

_____

_____

_____

MEMORY TOOL
The Great Monarch King Henry’s Daughter Barbara drinks chocolate milk µntil nine pm

● The metric prefixes act as “labels” that can be placed in front of various base units.
Metric Prefixes
Base Units

Metric Prefixes

Base Units

Metric Prefixes

L

___ L

mol

___ mol

s

___ s

A

___ A

EXAMPLE: Convert the following value to the desired units: 694 kg to µg

STEP 1: If the given value has a metric prefix then convert it to the ___________ unit.
□ In order to cancel out units always make sure they are on opposite levels.
□ Always place the coffecient ______ on the side with the metric prefix.
STEP 2: If necessary, convert the __________ unit to a new metric prefix.
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CONCEPT: METRIC PREFIXES
PRACTICE: Which quantity in the following pair is smaller?
155 pm or 7.8 x 10-9 cm

PRACTICE: Use the prefix multipliers to express each measurement without any exponents.
a) 32 x 10-13 L

b) 7.3 x 106 g

c) 18.5 x 1011 s

PRACTICE: Use scientific notation to express each quantity with only the base unit.
a) 83 µm

b) 193 kg

c) 2.7 mmol

PRACTICE: If a room has a volume of 1.15 x 108 cm3, what is the volume in km3?
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CONCEPT: SIGNIFICANT FIGURES
● Significant Figures: the numbers that contribute to the ___________________ associated with any value.
Significant Figure Rules (HARD)

Significant Figure Rules (EASY)

1. Non-zero digits ARE significant.

1. If your number has a decimal point move from _______ to _______.
Start counting once you get to your first non-zero number and keep counting
until the end.

2. Any zeros between two significant digits ARE significant.

8.03 x 10–5

0.000250

3. Leading zeros are NOT significant.

2. If your number has NO decimal point move from _______ to _______.

4. A final zero or trailing zeros in the decimal portion ARE significant.

Start counting once you get to your first non-zero number and keep counting
until the end.

5. Trailing zeros in a whole number with the decimal point shown ARE significant.

7055

6. Trailing zeros in a whole number with no decimal point are NOT significant.

3. Exact Number: A value or integer that is known with complete certainty.

7. For a number in scientific notation: N x 10x, all digits comprising N ARE significant

For an exact number, there are an ______________ number of significant figures.

while following the first 6 rules.

125 students

12 eggs

EXAMPLE: Determine the number of significant figures in the following value: 0.003840

PRACTICE: How many sig figs does each number contain?
a) 100. min

b) 17.3 x 103 mL

c) 10 apples

PRACTICE: Indicate the number of significant figures in the following:
A liter is equivalent to 1.059 qt.

PRACTICE: How many significant figures are contained in the following measurement?
3,482,005 mg
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CONCEPT: SIGNIFICANT FIGURES: PRECISION IN MEASUREMENTS
● The more significant figures in a measurement then the more precise it is.
□ A reading of 25.00 mL is more precise than just 25 mL.
Recording Measurements
● When taking a measurement you must include all of the known numbers plus an additional ______________ place.
□ EYEBALL TEST: Based on an estimate or best guess from looking.
EXAMPLE: Determine the number of significant figures involved in measuring the length of the pencil.

a) 2 cm

b) 2.0 cm

c) 2.6 cm

d) 3 cm

PRACTICE: Read the length of the metal bar to the correct number of significant figures.

a) 15 cm

b) 15.000 cm

c) 20 cm

d) 15.0 cm

e) 15.00 cm

d) 32.0 mL

e) 32.2 mL

PRACTICE: What is the correct reading for the liquid in the burette provided below?

a) 32 mL

b) 32.30 mL

c) 32.26 mL
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CONCEPT: SIGNIFICANT FIGURES: IN CALCULATIONS
Multiplication and Division
● When either multiplying or dividing different numbers the final answer will contain the least _______________________.
EXAMPLE: Perform the following calculation to the right number of sig figs:

(3.16) × (0.003027) × (5.7 x 10−3 )

Addition and Subtraction
● When either adding or subtracting different numbers the final answer will contain the least _______________________.

EXAMPLE: Perform the following calculation to the right number of sig figs:

402.09 − 212.2 + 2.671

Mixed Operations
● When dealing with a mixture multiplication, division, addition and subtraction we must follow the order of operations.
□ PEMDAS stands for _____________, _____________, _____________________, & _____________________.
EXAMPLE: Perform the following calculation to the right number of sig figs:

[(1.89 × 106 ) ⋅ (3.005)] ⋅ (5.213 )
(8.829 − 6.5) + (2.920)
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CONCEPT: SIGNIFICANT FIGURES: IN CALCULATIONS
PRACTICE: Perform the following calculation to the right number of sig figs:

[(1.7 × 106 ) ÷ (2.63 × 105 )] + 6.96

PRACTICE: Perform the following mathematical operations and express the result to the correct number of significant
figures.

(6.404 × 2.91)
(18.7 – 17.1)

PRACTICE: What answer should be reported, with the correct number of significant figures, for the following calculation?

(42.00 − 40.914) ⋅ (25.739 − 25.729)
(11.50 ⋅1.001) + (0.00710 ⋅ 700.)
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CONCEPT: CONVERSION FACTORS
● Conversion Factor: a ratio or fraction that ties together _________ different units.
□ For example, a day is composed of 24 hours:
____________

or

____________

● Given Amount: a value containing only _____ unit.
□ For example, we spent 3 hours studying chemistry today.
EXAMPLE: Clutch’s “Ugly but Good” chocolate chip cookie recipe is always a hit at our office parties. My budget is
$80. The recipe makes 18 servings for the party. Each serving requires 8 chocolate truffle chips at a cost of $0.50
per 5 chocolate truffle chips. From the information provided, determine the given amount and all conversion factors.

Common Conversion Factors
● The most common conversion factors deal with units involved with length, volume or mass.

Conversion Factors
Length

Mass

Volume

1 inch = _____ cm

1 meter = ______ yds

1 mL = _____ cm3

1 L = _____ dm3

1 yard = _____ feet

1 mile = _____ feet

1 L = _____ quarts

1 gallon = ______ L

1 km = _____ miles

1 oz = ______ g

1 lb = ______ g

1 kg = ______ lbs

EXAMPLE: While packing for a trip to Spain a traveler wishes to weigh their luggage to make sure it doesn’t exceed
23 kilograms. Unfortunately their bathroom scale for some reason can only weigh in ounces. What conversion
factors could they use to determine the mass of their luggage?
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CONCEPT: CONVERSION FACTORS
PRACTICE: For 7 hours, an intravenous bag delivers medication to a patient at a rate of 2.75 drops a second with a mass
of 42 mg per drop. Identify the given amount and all conversion factors.

PRACTICE: During World War II in the US, nickel metal was in short supply and needed for the war effort. So from 1942 to
1945 the government replaced the nickel in the five-cent coin with silver until it was 35 grams of silver per 100 grams. Today
the mass of the coin is 5.0 grams with a value of approximately $28.40 per ounce. Identify the given amount and all the
conversion factors from the presented information.

PRACTICE: The F-51 jet engine consumes gasoline at a rate of 31.810 L per hour with a density of 0.819 g/cm3 for the
gasoline. The engine is ran continuous for 1.35 days. Identify the given amount and provide all present conversion factors.
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CONCEPT: DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS
● Dimensional Analysis is a fail proof process that allows you to convert from one unit to another.
□ Design the problems to _______ with your given amount, and to ______ with the end amount of your unknown.
□ Just follow the units to ensure the unwanted units are canceled out.
Conversion Strategies
● Many conversion problems utilize the given amount and conversion factors in order to isolate an end amount.
□ Their general format can be shown as:
Given Amount

32 inches

Conversion Factor 1

End Amount

2.54 cm

= _____ cm

1 inch
Given Amount

End Amount

115 min

= _____ year

EXAMPLE: A TA can grade 4 assignments per hour. If each assignment has 12 questions, how many questions can
the TA grade in 130 minutes?

STEP 0: If present, start with the given amount that is not a conversion factor.
STEP 1: Identify the end amount you want to isolate for your unknown.

STEP 2: Write down all the conversion factors.

STEP 3: Find the connection between the given amount and the conversion factors in order to isolate the end amount.
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CONCEPT: DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS
PRACTICE: If the distance between Washington, D.C. and New York City is 224.9 miles, determine the distance in
centimeters.

PRACTICE: The average human body is composed of approximately 160 fluid ounces of blood. How many quarts of blood
does the average human body possess? (1 gallon = 4 quarts , 1 pint = 2 cups , 1 cup = 8 fluid ounces , 1 quart = 2 pints).

PRACTICE: Lipitor, a pharmaceutical drug that has been shown to lower “bad” cholesterol levels, while boosting “good”
cholesterol levels had over $12 billion in sales last year. Each pill weighs 2.5 g, which contains 4.0% of the active ingredient
by mass. What mass in kg of the active ingredient is present in one bottle of 120 pills?
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CONCEPT: DENSITY
● Density represents the amount of ___________ per unit of _____________.

Density Formula

Density =
□ For solids and liquids, the units are in _________ or _________.
□ Since gases are less dense, the units are in _________ or _________.
EXAMPLE: If the density of an unknown metal is 21.4 g/cm3, express its density in lb/ft3.

PRACTICE: When lead levels in blood exceed 0.80 ppm (parts per million) the level is considered dangerous. 0.80 ppm
means that 1 million g of blood would contain 0.80 g of Pb. Given that the density of blood is 1.060 kg/cm3, how many
grams of Pb would be found in 400.00 mL of blood at 0.620 ppm?
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CONCEPT: DENSITY OF GEOMETRIC OBJECTS
● When given the mass of a geometric object you can relate it to its volume and density.
Geometric Objects

Sphere

Cube

Cylinder

a
a

r
a

V = _____

V = _____

h
r

V = _____

EXAMPLE: The density of silver is 10.5 g/cm3. What is the mass (in kilograms) of a cube of silver that measures
0.56 m on each side?

PRACTICE: A copper wire (density = 8.96 g/cm3) has a diameter of 0.32 mm. If a sample of this copper wire has a mass of
21.7 g, how long is the wire?

PRACTICE: If the density of a certain spherical atomic nucleus is 1.0 x 1014 g/cm3 and its mass is 3.5 x 10-23 g, what is the
o

radius in angstroms? ( A = 10−10 m )
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CONCEPT: DENSITY OF NON-GEOMETRIC OBJECTS: WATER DISPLACEMENT
● Water Displacement: The amount of water moved out of the way when an object is totally submerged.
□ Water displacement can be used to determine the volume of non-geometric objects.
EXAMPLE: Calculate the volume of the water displaced by the submerging of the object. (The volume of the given
cylinders are in mL).

PRACTICE: A piece of unknown solid weighs approximately 0.045 lbs. When a scientist places it in a glass beaker the
water level increases from 200 mL to 260 mL. What is the density of the unknown solid in g/mL?

PRACTICE: If an irregularly shaped apple possesses a density of 0.96 g/cm3, what is its mass in milligrams? (The volume
of the given cylinders are in mL).
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